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Stem-cell-based therapies are considered to be promising and innovative but complex
approaches. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) combine the advantages of adult
stem cells with the hitherto unique characteristics of embryonic stem cells (ESCs). Major
progress has already been achieved with regard to reprogramming technology, but
also regarding targeted genome editing and scalable expansion and differentiation of
iPSCs and ESCs, in some cases yielding highly enriched preparations of well-defined
cell lineages at clinically required dimensions. It is noteworthy, however, that for many
applications critical requirements such as the targeted specification into distinct cellular
subpopulations and a proper cell maturation remain to be achieved. Moreover, current
hurdles such as low survival rates and insufficient functional integration of cellular transplants remain to be overcome. Nevertheless, PSC technologies obviously have come
of age and matured to a stage where various clinical applications of PSC-based cellular
therapies have been initiated and are conducted.
Keywords: induced pluripotent stem cells, embryonic stem cells, cell product, cellular therapy, risks, good
medical practice, clinical translation

INTRODUCTION
Modern medical technologies with the countless number of available drugs, new diagnostic procedures, and therapeutic applications including complex surgical interventions greatly contributed
to a substantially increased life expectancy not only in industrialized countries. On the other hand,
the increasing frequency of chronic and age-related diseases, lifestyle diseases, or diseases caused by
environmental pollution have created new challenges for medical research, including a clear need to
develop novel regenerative therapies.
Stem-cell-based concepts are widely considered as promising, but recent experimental and clinical studies applying various adult stem cells, for instance, for cardiac repair (1), have yielded for
the most part disappointing results, in many cases without evidence of any considerable functional
improvement or therapeutic effects. Major limitations of the various adult stem and progenitor cell
types that had been applied include the restricted potential for culture expansion and especially
differentiation into the desired therapeutic cell lineages. Whereas the application of adult stem and
Abbreviations: (h)iPSCs, (human) induced pluripotent stem cells; hPSCs, (human) pluripotent stem cells; ESCs, embryonic
stem cells; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; HLA, human leukocyte antigen.
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progenitors is promising or has already proven successful in case
of tissue types that show considerable endogenous potential for
regeneration, such as bone or the hematopoietic system (2), treatment of diseases that affect less regenerative organs, such as the
brain and the heart (1), has not shown significant therapeutic
effects, or the observed therapeutic benefit was due to paracrine
effects. Another limitation for experimental evaluation and clinical application of different adult stem and progenitor cells is the
typical inability to achieve efficient targeted genome engineering,
for instance, to introduce therapeutic transgenes or to correct
disease-causing mutations, followed by subsequent isolation of
defined transgenic single cell clones. Instead, introduction of
therapeutic or reporter transgenes into adult stem and progenitor
cells is usually achieved through viral vectors with their wellknown drawbacks, including limited transient transgene expression, insertional mutagenesis, and in vivo immunogenicity (3).
The availability of human pluripotent stem cells (PSCs),
including embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs) (4), with their far-reaching potential for proliferation and differentiation, now offers novel opportunities for
basic research, disease modeling and drug discovery (5), as well
as for the development of cellular therapies.
Intense research has driven forward dramatic progress in virtually all areas of iPSC technology. This includes highly efficient
technologies for the transgene-free reprogramming of easily
accessible cell sources, such as blood (6), efficient and safe sitespecific genetic engineering of iPSCs (7), and the development
of technologies for the expansion and differentiation of iPSCs
at clinical scale (8). Importantly, also intense research on safety
issues of iPSC-based cell transplants, the most critical aspect for
clinical applications, is ongoing (9).
The Nobel Prize in 2012 was awarded to S. Yamanaka in
particular because the use of iPSCs in disease modeling was
already a reality by this time and their immense usefulness in
drug development already became obvious. By contrast, and
although one single trial using ESCs for treatment of spinal cord
injury had already been initiated (10), broad clinical application
of PSC-based cellular therapies were not foreseeable in 2012. Five
years later, this has changed. A considerable number of ESCbased trials are currently conducted or are recruiting patients.
In Japan, people suffering from macular degeneration became
the first patients to be treated with iPSC-derived retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE), using both autologous and human leukocyte
antigen (HLA)-matched allogeneic cells (11). Worldwide, a series
of clinical studies are in preparation or ongoing for applications
of therapeutic derivatives of PSCs for treatment of macular
degeneration, diabetes, neurological disorders, and heart failure
(Table 1).

accessible cell sources such as blood (14, 15). ESCs and iPSCs
can now be expanded in scalable suspension culture (8) and large
numbers of human PSCs can be produced in fully controlled bioreactors in defined culture media (16, 17). Moreover, sequential
inhibition and activation of molecular differentiation pathways
has, for the first time, allowed a targeted, more robust and efficient
differentiation of human ESCs and iPSCs (18–20). In the meantime, small molecules instead of recombinant proteins are used
in such protocols, which have greatly improved the efficiency of
differentiation into specific lineages (21–24). The introduction
of small molecules as an activator or inhibitor of molecular key
pathways has facilitated the development of scalable protocols
that are relatively inexpensive and more robust. For various cell
lineages, a bottle neck is still the maturation of the PSC-derived
cells of interest. It is always a matter of debate whether it is better
to transplant mature cells with full functionality (e.g., hepatocytes) or less mature ones that may still have some plasticity and
may lead to better structural and functional integration of the
graft (e.g., cardiomyocytes with embryonic or fetal phenotype).
In other cases, in particular in organs and tissue with substantial
stem cell-based regenerative potential (e.g., lung epithelium), it
may even be necessary to apply tissue-specific stem cells derived
from PSCs in order to achieve long-term functionality.
Also important, highly efficient protocols for a site-specific
(and, thus, relatively safe) introduction of transgenes or correction
of disease-specific mutations by homologous recombination have
been developed based on engineered nucleases, including Zinc
finger- and TALE (transcription activator-like effector)-nucleases
as well as the CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats; CRISPR-associated proteins) system (25).
Utilizing these tools, it has been possible to develop protocols for
footprintless gene editing without the need for antibiotic selection
(26). Such techniques are of key importance for preclinical animal
studies and future cellular therapies as they allow, for example,
the correction of disease-related mutations in autologous cells
(7) or the well-defined expression of therapeutic transgenes or
reporter genes in safe harbor sites that facilitate monitoring of
graft survival, functional integration, and distribution in small
and large animals (27). Other applications include the targeted
introduction of selection genes to enable enrichment of pure cell
lineages prior to transplantation (28) or the killing of cellular
grafts in case of tumor formation through inducible expression
of suicide genes (29).
Another critical hurdle for future stem cell-based therapies
that is still not sufficiently addressed is the mode of cell delivery.
For most cellular therapeutics, optimal cell application routes
and approaches have not been developed yet. In case of heart
repair after myocardial infarction, which is a good example for
the technical hurdles that have to be overcome, intracoronary
infusion was favored for application of bone marrow cells. In
this case, it can be observed that a considerable number of the
relatively small bone marrow cells is able to cross the vascular
wall and is subsequently detectable in the heart muscle (30), but
does not form functional myocardium. In the case of the much
larger PSC-derived cardiomyocytes, these cells are injected
directly into the myocardium, either surgically or via a catheter
(31, 32). One shortcoming of this approach is the extensive loss

GENERAL TECHNOLOGICAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR PSC-BASED
CELLULAR THERAPIES
Meanwhile, many hurdles and limitations for production of clinically applicable ESC and iPSC derivatives have already been overcome. Transgene-free iPSCs can be efficiently derived from easily
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Study title

Registration
number

Status

NCT02057900

Phase I study; first patients treated
(12), recruiting further patients

Stem cell therapy for outer retinal degenerations

NCT02903576

Clinical study of subretinal transplantation of human embryo stem cell-derived retinal pigment
epitheliums (RPEs) in treatment of macular degeneration diseases

NCT02749734

Subretinal transplantation of RPEs in treatment of age-related macular degeneration diseases
Treatment of dry age-related macular degeneration disease with RPE derived from
human ESCs

(Estimated)
enrollment

(Estimated)
study
completion
date

Country

Comments

6

Jun 2018

France

Phase I/II study, recruiting

18

Jun 2019

Brazil

Phase I study; recruiting

15

Dec 2017

China

NCT02755428

Phase I study; recruiting

10

Dec 2020

China

NCT03046407

Early phase I study; recruiting

10

Dec 2020

China

Effect of stem cell on optic atrophy and retinopathy—a preliminary clinical study

ChiCTR-TNRC11001491

Observational study; recruiting
completed

15

Dec 2012

China

Applied stem cell
type not defined in
the registry

Preliminary clinical studies of stem cells therapy for retinal degeneration diseases

ChiCTROCH-14005060

Observational study; recruiting

40

n.a.

China

Applied stem cell
type not defined in
the registry

The clinical trial of human ESC-derived epithelial cells transplantation in the treatment
of severe ocular surface diseases

ChiCTROCB-15005968

Observational study; recruiting

20

Dec 2018

China

Clinical study of subretinal transplantation of human embryo stem cell-derived RPEs in
treatment of macular degeneration diseases

ChiCTROCB-15006423

Observational study

10

Dec 2017

China

Clinical study of subretinal transplantation of clinical human embryonic stem cells-derived
retinal pigment epitheliums (hESC-RPEs) in treatment of dry age-related macular
degeneration diseases

ChiCTROCB-15007054

Observational study; recruiting

10

Jun 2017

China

Safety and efficacy study of OpRegen for treatment of advanced dry-form age-related
macular degeneration

NCT02286089

Phase I/II study, recruiting

15

Sep 2019

Israel/
USA

Safety and tolerability of MA09-hRPE cells in patients with Stargardt’s macular
dystrophy (SMD)

NCT01625559

Phase I study; not recruiting (exact
status unknown)

3

Jun 2015

Korea

A Phase I/IIa, open-label, single-center, prospective study to determine the safety and
tolerability of sub-retinal transplantation of human ESC-derived retinal pigmented epithelial
(MA09-hRPE) cells in patients with advanced dry age-related macular degeneration (AMD)

NCT01674829

Phase I/II study; recruiting status
unknown

12

Apr 2016

Korea

A study of implantation of RPE in subjects with acute wet age-related macular degeneration

NCT01691261

Phase I study; active but not
recruiting

10

Mar 2017

UK

A follow up study to determine the safety and tolerability of sub-retinal transplantation of
hESC-RPE cells in patients with SMD

NCT02941991

Observational study; follow-up
to 5 years of a Phase I/II study;
active, not recruiting

11

Dec 2019

UK

Safety and tolerability of sub-retinal transplantation of hESC-RPE cells in patients with SMD

NCT01469832

Phase I/II study; completed (13)

12

Sep 2015

USA/UK
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Table 1 | Therapeutic application of embryonic stem (ES) cell and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell products: clinical trials.

ES cells
Cardiac diseases
Transplantation of human embryonic stem cell (ESC)-derived progenitors in severe heart
failure (ESCORT)
Ophthalmic diseases
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(Continued)

Study title

Registration
number

Status

Safety and tolerability of sub-retinal transplantation of hESC-derived RPE (MA09-hRPE) cells
in patients with advanced dry age-related macular degeneration (Dry AMD)

NCT01344993

Phase I/II study; completed (13)

Sub-retinal transplantation of hESC-derived RPE (MA09-hRPE) cells in patients with SMD

NCT01345006

Long term follow up of sub-retinal transplantation of hESC-derived RPE cells in SMD patients

NCT02445612

Long term follow up of sub-retinal transplantation of hESC-derived RPE cells in
patients with AMD

(Estimated)
enrollment

(Estimated)
study
completion
date

Country

13

Aug 2015

USA

Phase I/II study; completed (13)

13

Aug 2015

USA

Observational study; long-term
follow-up study to NCT01345006;
active, not recruiting

13

Dec 2019

USA

NCT02463344

Observational study; follow-up
study to NCT01344993; active,
not recruiting

11

Dec 2019

USA

Study of subretinal implantation of human ESC-derived RPE cells in advanced dry AMD

NCT02590692

Phase I/II study; recruiting

20

Sep 2022

USA

A Safety surveillance study in subjects with macular degenerative disease treated with human
ESC-derived retinal pigment epithelial cell therapy

NCT03167203

Phase I/II study; not yet recruiting

37

Dec 2029

USA

Safety and efficacy study of human ESC-derived neural precursor cells in the treatment of
Parkinson’s disease

NCT03119636

Phase I/II study; recruiting

50

Dec 2020

China

Dose escalation study of AST-OPC1 in spinal cord injury

NCT02302157

Phase I/II study; recruiting

35

Dec 2018

USA

A safety, tolerability, and efficacy study of VC-01™ combination product in subjects with type
I diabetes mellitus

NCT02239354

Phase I/II study; active, not
recruiting

65

Jan 2021

USA/
Canada

Three year follow-up safety study in subjects previously implanted with VC-01™

NCT02939118

Observational study; enrolling
participants by invitation

20

Nov 2021

USA

A safety and tolerability study of VC-02™ combination product in subjects with type 1
diabetes mellitus

NCT03162926

Phase I study; recruiting

15

Jun 2018

USA/
Canada

A safety, tolerability, and efficacy study of VC-02™ combination product in subjects with
type 1 diabetes mellitus and hypoglycemia unawareness

NCT03163511

Phase I/II study; recruiting

55

Dec 2020

USA

NCT03222453

Interventional study; enrolling
participants by invitation

2

Dec 2017

China

Comments
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Neurological disorders

4

Diabetes

iPS CELLS
Blood diseases

Ophtalmic diseases
Pilot safety study of iPSC-based intervention for wet-type AMD

Production of iPSC-derived RPE cells for transplantation in AMD
The above table is without any claim of completeness.
n.a., not available.

NCT02464956

Phase I study; one patient done,
recruitment terminated in 2015

n.a.

n.a.

Japan

Observational study; recruiting
status unknown

10

Apr 2016

UK

Study not found in
registries (source:
http://www.riken-ibri.
jp/AMD/english/)
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GENERAL REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS

of injected cells directly after application through the injection
channel (33). Moreover, although new well-structured functional
myocardium is obviously formed, the already existing scar tissue
is not replaced and may limit the graft-based functional improvement or may cause arrhythmias (32). Replacement of the whole
infarction scar through a tissue engineered myocardial graft that
is produced from PSCs may overcome these limitations. However,
the problem of proper vascularization of such large dimensional
patches has not been solved yet.

For clinical applications of ESC and especially iPSC-derived
cellular products, the development of more general and therapy/
product-specific regulatory guidelines is just in its infancy. At
this point, risks are widely unknown. Available reprogramming,
culture, gene editing, differentiation, and application techniques
are continually being developed and improved, and assays for risk
assessment and potency assays have to be defined in close interaction between regulatory authorities, researchers, manufacturers
and clinicians.
Doubtless to say, the requirements for standardization and
safety of cellular PSC products are demanding. Remarkably,
in contrast to most adult stem/progenitor cell types, animalcomponent-free defined culture media, and matrix formulations
have already been developed and iPSC lines have been produced
under such conditions (6). Meanwhile, such media are applied
in many laboratories for reprogramming and culture expansion.
Also, first good medical practice (GMP)-grade culture media are
commercially available and other GMP components (e.g., repro
gramming kits) are under development by different manufacturers. Although first GXP-conform protocols have already been
developed in individual cases, lots off effort will be required for
development of SOPs.
Besides development and determination of defined protocols
for cell production, product characterization, and clinical application, risk assessment will be of utmost importance for PSC products in general and for individual cell products. The individual
risks of teratoma formation due to contaminated undifferentiated
cells have to be assessed and minimized. Also, further research
focusing on the genetic stability of PSCs is required, especially
as genetic abnormalities in their therapeutic derivatives might
harbor the risk of tumor formation. However, it is noteworthy to
mention that despite leukemia and other tumor cells, there is no
other cell type whose genetic integrity, including the occurrence
of chromosomal aberrations and nucleotide polymorphisms, has
been explored in so much detail as human PSCs. Based on the
existing data and ongoing research in the field, suitable assays
for risk assessment and subsequent routine characterization of
PSC-based cell products will have to be defined.

RISKS AND HURDLES ASSOCIATED
WITH PSC-BASED CELLULAR
THERAPIES
Besides the development of robust and scalable differentiation
protocols, research on safety issues concerning ESC- and iPSCbased cell transplants, including the appearance of genetic
abnormalities (34), is probably the most critical aspect for future
clinical application. It is necessary to carefully investigate to what
extent mutations are already present in the source cells (35), or
if they are generated during reprogramming, or are enriched
during subsequent hiPSC expansion, which is mandatory for
many therapeutic applications. In addition, standard operation
procedures (SOPs) are required to routinely check PSCs and
their derivatives for abnormalities prior to clinical use. However,
many aspects have to be considered during assessment of PSCrelated tumor risks. It may well be that risks associated with
genetic aberrations are overestimated. It should be emphasized
that the detected large number of genetic variations and aberrations in PSCs is somehow misleading since these cells have been
investigated for such abnormalities and polymorphisms in much
more detail than any other non-tumor cell type. Remarkably,
also somatic tissue contains a multitude of genetic variations
which do not cause cancer (36). Moreover, the therapeutic
tumor risk caused by an individual mutation in PSCs depends
to a high degree on the cell type to be transplanted. For instance,
terminally differentiated cardiomyocytes are very unlikely to give
rise to tumor cells, even if they contain several cancer-related
mutations.
Nevertheless, future preclinical risk assessment will definitely
require extensive research on tumor and disease risks associated
with therapeutic applications of PSC derivatives. Finally, PSCderived therapeutic cell products will have to undergo extensive
characterization, most likely including laborious and relatively
expensive techniques such as karyotyping, array comparative
genomic hybridization analyses, and whole exome sequencing.
Of course, there are further risks related to the specific graft
and its function, the application procedure, the tissue and organ
to be treated, and the individual patient. These include, for
instance, life-threatening arrhythmia after transplantation of
PSC-derived cardiomyocytes, infection risks caused by the application procedure, excessive inflammation due to donor cell death,
and immune reactions against transgenic grafts or graft vs. host
reactions in case of hematopoietic transplants. Clearly, all these
risks have to be considered during development of a regulatory
framework for PSC-based cellular therapies.

Frontiers in Medicine | www.frontiersin.org

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF PSCBASED CELL PRODUCTS: CURRENT
CLINICAL TRIALS
PSCs for Treatment of Ophthalmic
Diseases

The vast majority of the current clinical trials on transplantation
of PSC-based cell products aim at cellular therapy of macular
degeneration (Table 1). Because the eye is known as an immuneprivileged site, the majority of trials that are currently planned
or in process use established allogeneic ESC lines. Interestingly
more than 20 ESC-based trials of ophthalmic diseases have been
registered in various countries including Brazil, China, Israel,
Korea, UK, and USA. Among them, single trials have already

5
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PSCs for Treatment of Diabetes

been completed, and others are currently active or are recruiting
patients.
Following approval by the Japanese authorities, two patients
were also enrolled in a clinical trial for transplantation of auto
logous iPSC-derived retinal cells. This is the first clinical trial
that is based on an iPSC-based transplant. The first patient
underwent treatment for macular degeneration using a hiPSCderived retinal cell sheet in September 2014 (37). One year after
transplantation, there were no serious complications and no
unexpected proliferation or sign of local or systemic malignant
disease. The transplanted iPSC-RPE sheet showed no sign of
rejection until December 2016. Moreover, the best corrected
visual acuity of the treated eye did not improve or worsen (http://
www.riken-ibri.jp/AMD/english), and it was concluded that the
iPSC-based autologous transplantation was safe and feasible in
this patient (38).
The second patient enrolled was not treated because of three
copy number variations in one patient’s iPSC line that were not
detectable in the patient’s original fibroblasts, but that would
probably impact expression of affected and surrounding genes
(38). The fact that this decision was made, although the conducted
safety assays did not provide any evidence that the iPSC-derived
RPE cells can be tumorigenic, demonstrates that the iPSC field
is well aware of the importance of safety issues. Meanwhile,
a second patient has been treated with allogenic iPSC-derived
HLA-matched cells (11).

Four industry-sponsored clinical trials have been registered for
treatment of diabetes applying ESC-derived beta cells. Developed
and produced by the Californian company Viacyte, pancreatic
progenitor cells are used as an islet cell replacement therapy by
being transplanted in a device designed to allow direct vascularization of the cells, or by being encapsulated in an immunoprotected device (VC-01™).

PSCs for Clinical Heart Repair

As yet, there is only one registered clinical trial utilizing PSCs for
heart repair. The aim of the “ESCORT”-trial was to demonstrate
feasibility and safety of the transplantation of hESC-derived
progenitors in severe heart failure. It is noteworthy that no
ESC-derived cardiomyocytes have been transplanted and that,
although reported by the same group for similar non-human primate progenitors (40), it has not been independently confirmed
that the transplanted SSEA-1pos progenitors are able to form
functional cardiomyocytes. As yet, treatment of only one patient
was reported without complications, such as arrhythmias, tumor
formation, or immunosuppression-related adverse events within
3 months of follow-up (12).
However, based on recent advances in relevant technologies
including scalable and greatly improved cardiac differentiation
efficiencies in defined media (41), different enrichment strategies
such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (42, 43) or metabolic
enrichment (44) as well as specification of cardiomyocyte subtypes of these cells (45, 46), it can be presumed that first clinical
trials on transplantation of PSC-derived cardiomyocytes will be
initiated in the upcoming years.

PSCs for Treatment of Neurological
Disorders

The world’s first industry-sponsored clinical trial on a cellular
therapy based on human ESCs was initiated in 2010 by Geron,
Menlo Park, California, to explore whether hESCs can help
nerves to regrow in cases of spinal-cord injury. In 2011, Geron
abruptly stopped its stem-cell-therapy programs, including this
trial, to focus on its anti-cancer portfolio (39). Even though the
trial has officially ended, participants will be monitored for 15
years. In 2017, it was reported that in five treated patients the cell
transplant was well tolerated without any detectable immune
response despite HLA mismatches, even 10 months after termination of the transient low-dose immunosuppression. The trial
was designed as an efficacy study with its low cell dose (5–10×
below predicted efficacious range) and suboptimal patient
population. However, there was no evidence of significant
changes in neurological function and no evidence for ascending
loss of function from cells or due to cell application procedure
(J. Lebkowski, ISSCR Workshop on Clinical Translation, June
13, 2017).
In 2014, a new Californian company, Asterias Biothera
peutics, started to resurrect the above trial. In 2015, the first
patient was treated in a “Phase 1/2a Dose-Escalation Clinical
Trial of AST-OPC1 for Complete Cervical Spinal Cord Injury.”
In 2017, fist preliminary 9-month efficacy data were presented
but final data is pending. Despite these clinical trials for treatment of spinal cord injury, one clinical trial in China has been
registered focusing on the development of an ESC-based therapy
of Parkinson’s Disease.
Frontiers in Medicine | www.frontiersin.org

PERSPECTIVES
Cellular therapies based on ESCs and iPSCs are considered as
innovative but complex therapeutic concepts. Addressing the
elaborate requirements, basic scientists with leading expertise in
hPSC technology, experts in clinical process scale up and toxicology testing, veterinarians and clinician scientists experienced in
preclinical large animal models, imaging, and clinical translation
of innovative therapies, and experts in ethical and legal aspects of
the life sciences have to team up for the development of therapeutic applications and cellular products. Clinical trials that involve
standard operating procedures for the production of cellular
grafts, quality control, and the application procedure have to be
developed together with the competent national authorities, such
as the FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration) or the EMA
(European Medicines Agency).
In most cases, biotech companies with experience in GMPcompliant cell processing and production should also be involved
to enable successful clinical implementation and commercial
translation.
To date, however, there is not much practical experience in
the development of hPSC-based therapeutics, and basic regulatory requirements for adult stem cell therapeutics will need to
be adapted. This uncertainty leads to a high capital requirement
for possible development costs reducing the calculated return on
investment. Therefore, most endeavors will at a first stage focus on
6
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non-routine products for individual patients under the umbrella
of the so-called “hospital exemption.”
At this stage, it is uncertain when broad clinical application of
PSC products can become reality, and whether these applications
will be based on patient-specific autologous cells. The production of autologous iPSC-derived cellular therapeutics is generally
feasible, but is associated with high costs and would require at
least several months for iPSC generation, potential gene editing,
differentiation, and quality control.
An alternative approach may be the application of HLAmatched allogeneic iPSC lines from public biobanks, in particular
from HLA-homozygous donors, which appears feasible especially
in the island nation Japan with its restricted HLA repertoire.
Other approaches enabling the use of allogeneic cells include
the induction of peripheral immunological tolerance toward the
cell transplant, or the development of PSC lines with substantially reduced allogeneic immunogenicity (47), in particular by

targeted genome engineering of the cells HLA-system. However,
such approaches are not mature yet, and it remains to be demonstrated whether allotransplantation of such cells will result
in long-term engraftment with very limited pharmacological
immunosuppression.
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